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Why pollen grains?

Pollen --
•  is one of the most ubiquitous of terrestrial fossils
•  has an extraordinarily rich record
•  has been used to test hypotheses and a diverse array of 

disciplines.
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Why pollen grains?

such as...
• paleoecological and paleoclimatological investigation across 

hundreds to millions of years
• implement the identification of plant speciation and 

extinction events
• calculate the correlation and biostratigraphic dating of rock 

sequences
• conduct studies of long-term anthroppogenic impacts on 

plant communities and the study of plant-pollinator 
relationships



And...

recognizing pollen grains at species level is significant to the 
reconstruction of paleoenvironments and discrimination of 
paleoecologically and apleoclimatically significant taxa
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Then...

While high-throughput microscopic imaging allows for ready 
acquisition of large numbers of images of modern or fossilized 
pollen samples, do you want to identify and count by eye the 
number of grains of each species?

NO -- It is painstaking work, and requires substantial expertise 
and training.

We don't want to do it by ourselves.

We would like to automate through machine learning, computer 
vision, etc.
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nontrivial task
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nontrivial task

1. arbitrary viewpoint of 
the pollen grains imaged
2. very limited amounts 
of expert-labeled training 
data
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hey... let's find some canonical viewpoints
practical to align images according to canonical viewpoints



hey... let's find some canonical viewpoints
practical to align images according to canonical viewpoints
perform k-medoids clustering on a similarity graph of training set
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Here it is
resize images to 40x40 pixel resolution
bin 360 degrees, and also flip images
k-medoids
once in-plate rotation is removed, better performance is observed
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happy with it?

1. SRC
2. VGG19+FV+SVM
3. VGG19+SVM

SRC uses patches from training set as dictionary. It sums the 
reconstruction error for testing patches, and also exploits the 
spatial information of the patches.

• random patches without spatial information: 57.12%
• selected patches with spatial information: 62.04%
• besides, global pooling+SVM: 77.62%
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Our robust framework

1. Well-selected patches as dictionary perform better than 
random patches. --> exemplar selection

2. incorporating spatial information of the patches -> spatially 
aware coding

3. pooling+SVM is better than reconstruction-based scheme
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Exemplar Selection

From a finite set of patches, V, we'd like to select M patches, 
which should be/have

1. Representative in feature space
2. Spatially distributed in input space
3. Discriminative power
4. Class balance
5. Cluster compactness

We index the selected patches by A
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Representative in feature space
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Distract a bit

Maximizing the following set function is NP-hard.

A more general, well-known problem is the facility location 
problem, placing sensors to monitor temperature.
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2. submodular, or diminishing return property



To be greedy is good

The two properties make a greedy algorithm give a near-
optimal solution with (1-1/e)-approximation bound.

M. Minoux. Accelerated greedy algorithms for maximizing submodular set functions. In Optimization Techniques, pages 234–243. Springer, 1978



Exemplar Selection -- Rule 1

Representative in feature space



Exemplar Selection -- Rule 2

Spatially distributed in input space



Exemplar Selection -- Rule 3

Discriminative power



Exemplar Selection -- Rule 4



Exemplar Selection -- Rule 5



Exemplar Selection -- Objective



Exemplar Selection -- be greedy

                                                                                                There-
fore



Exemplar Selection -- be greedy and lazy

a lazy greed algorithm

M. Minoux. Accelerated greedy algorithms for maximizing submodular set functions. In Optimization Techniques, pages 234–243. Springer, 1978
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Exemplar selection -- toy data

2D data simplify it by merging features and physical coordinates
cover the data points from each class
maintain discriminative power by sampling near class 
boundaries
avoid high inter-class overlap



Exemplar selection -- toy data



Exemplar selection for dictionary
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Exemplar selection for dictionary

assemble the selected exemplar patches for a discriminative 
dictionary

The spatial information is also saved as a part of the dictionary.
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Sparse coding

weighted sparse coding to model spatially aware coding

or



Our robust framework

1. Well-selected patches as dictionary perform better than 
random patches. --> exemplar selection

2. incorporating spatial information of the patches -> spatially 
aware coding

3. pooling+SVM is better than reconstruction-based scheme
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Spatially aware coding -- fast alternative

SACO-I (Spatially Aware Sparse Coding, version-I)



Spatially aware coding -- fast alternative

SACO-II



Implementation details

global average pooling on the sparse codes
linear SVM
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Experimental study -- features

dense SIFT descriptor, SACO-I yields 54.40%
VGG19 features 

SACO-I yields 77.62 at layer conv4_3, RF: 52x52
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performance as a function of size



Experimental study -- dictionary visualization

Selected exemplar patchesof size



make sense?



Experimental study -- baseline comparison

Compared to the strong baselines
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Extension -- on real testing set

The results are from validation set. We also test it on the real 
testing set.



Extension -- on real testing set

"The results broadly match what we have based on traditional 
morphometric measurements."

-- Surangi Punyasena

The results are from validation set. We also test it on the real 
testing set.
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Extension -- cross-domain

learning from modern pollen grains from two species, P. glauca 
and P. mariana
testing on fossil ones, which have been destroyed over time and 
are small in number.

modern glauca pollen grain fossil glauca pollen grain
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Conclusion

• robust system of practical use in new area
• first experiment of matching fossil pollen grains through 

modern ones at species level
• New technical directions to explore, embedding selection in 

neural net, how to exploit confidence score for better 
training, etc.



Thanks


